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classified﻿ them﻿on﻿ the﻿ base﻿ of﻿ two﻿ aspects:﻿ the﻿ user-awareness﻿ and﻿ the﻿ semantics;﻿ the﻿ resulting﻿
taxonomy﻿is﻿reported﻿in﻿Figure﻿1.
Most﻿ of﻿ the﻿ approaches﻿ do﻿ not﻿ consider﻿ together﻿ these﻿ aspects﻿ and/or﻿ cannot﻿ be﻿ classified﻿

















Figure 1. Taxonomy of user-aware semantic approaches
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The﻿ advantages﻿ of﻿ taking﻿ into﻿ consideration﻿ the﻿ context﻿ has﻿ been﻿point﻿ out﻿ several﻿ times﻿ in﻿ the﻿
literature﻿(Bolchini﻿et﻿al.,﻿2011;﻿Cabri﻿et﻿al.,﻿2003;﻿Falcarin﻿et﻿al.,﻿2013;﻿Xiang﻿et﻿al.,﻿2010;﻿Vu﻿et﻿al.,﻿
2017).﻿In﻿particular,﻿a﻿few﻿works﻿concern﻿context﻿modelling,﻿representation,﻿and﻿effective﻿handling.﻿
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1.﻿﻿ Information processing (dashed line in figure):﻿This﻿activity﻿is﻿applied﻿to﻿both﻿the﻿documents﻿






comparison”﻿ in﻿ the﻿ figure)﻿with﻿ ad-hoc﻿document﻿ similarity﻿ algorithms,﻿ detailed﻿ in﻿Section﻿
“Search﻿and﻿Retrieval”.﻿The﻿generated﻿“Profile﻿rankings”﻿symbolize﻿how﻿relevant﻿the﻿retrievable﻿
documents﻿are﻿in﻿relation﻿to﻿the﻿user’s﻿profile;













Figure 2. An overview of the AMBIT-SE architecture
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number﻿ of﻿ documents﻿where﻿ keyword﻿ k
i
﻿ appears.﻿Note﻿ that,﻿ by﻿ definition,﻿ 0 1≤ ≤kf i
x
﻿ and﻿
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•﻿ The﻿similarity﻿TextSim D Dx y,( ) ,﻿considering﻿keyword﻿information;















in﻿ranking selection/fusion﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿produce﻿the﻿final﻿ranking﻿ τ .﻿Next,﻿the﻿TextSim﻿and﻿ClassSim﻿
similarity﻿metrics﻿will﻿be﻿defined.
Text and Class Similarity Metrics
Building﻿on﻿previous﻿research﻿on﻿text﻿retrieval﻿for﻿specific﻿subject﻿areas﻿as﻿software﻿engineering﻿
(Bergamaschi﻿et﻿al.,﻿2015;﻿Martoglia,﻿2011),﻿agricultural﻿(Beneventano﻿et﻿al.,﻿2016)﻿and﻿user-centric﻿
cultural﻿enhancement﻿data﻿(Martoglia,﻿2015),﻿the﻿text﻿similarity﻿TextSim D Dx y,( ) ﻿formula﻿between﻿
documents﻿Dx ﻿and﻿Dy ﻿is﻿defined﻿as:
TextSim D D
max KSim k k kw kw




















Table 1. Sample portions of the extracted Document Semantic Glossary: per-doc view for keywords (left) and classes (right)
Document Keyword Synset(s) KF KWeight Document Class CWeight
P02001 Terrier 00919240-n 0.445 0.277 P02001 Pet﻿product﻿and﻿service 0.645
P02005 Veal 00414222-n 0.210 0.131 P02005 Food﻿industry 0.442
… … … … … … … …
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Simply﻿put,﻿the﻿similarity﻿TextSim D Dx y,( ) ﻿between﻿two﻿documents﻿Dx ﻿and﻿Dy ﻿is﻿determined﻿by﻿
summing﻿the﻿maximum﻿keyword﻿similarity﻿scores﻿KSim k k
i j















3.﻿﻿ Unrelated﻿otherwise:﻿KSim ,( )=﻿0.






ClassSim D Dx y,( ) ,﻿which﻿quantifies﻿the﻿similarity﻿of﻿Dx ﻿and﻿Dy ﻿on﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿their﻿associated﻿
IPTC﻿classes﻿c D
i




max CSim c c cw cw















( )( ) ⋅ ⋅
∈ ∈∑
y




,( ) ﻿between﻿classes﻿ci ﻿and﻿cj ﻿ranges﻿between﻿1﻿(equal﻿classes),﻿
r﻿(similar,﻿i.e.﻿“near”﻿on﻿the﻿IPTC﻿taxonomy,﻿classes)﻿and﻿0﻿(otherwise).﻿Again,﻿since﻿0 1≤ ( ) ≤CSim , ,﻿


















2.﻿﻿ The﻿final﻿ranking﻿ τ ﻿should﻿be﻿flexibly﻿defined﻿so﻿to﻿reflect﻿both﻿text﻿and﻿class﻿information﻿
(Equations.﻿3﻿and﻿4,﻿respectively),﻿possibly﻿in﻿a﻿customizable﻿proportion.﻿Moreover,﻿the﻿system﻿
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τ τ τα α( ) = ⋅ ( )+ −( ) ⋅ ( )1 ﻿ (8)





τ τ τα α( ) = ⋅ ( )+ −( ) ⋅ ( )1 ﻿
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commonly﻿ exploited﻿ by﻿most﻿ commercial﻿ systems﻿ and﻿ standard﻿ enterprise﻿ search﻿ engines﻿ (e.g.﻿
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Table 2. Experimental setting: details of the five business-relevant websites selected for evaluation purposes
























Figure 3. Test results for http://www.cobat.it/ (left) and http://evergreensmallbusiness.com/ (right)
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Figure 4. Test results for http://www.bagnolottanta.it/ (left) and http://truegoods.com/ (right)
Figure 5. Test results for http://www.gruppozatti.it/
Figure 6. Class improvement analysis (left) and comparison with Google (right)
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